Abstract -The use of indirect adaptive methods to augment the nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (DI) algorithm for actuator failure reconfiguration is investigated in this paper. The ability of the adaptive reconfigurable DI algorithm to tolerate different types of actuator failure is illustrated by using a hypersonic cruise vehicle model. With an actuator failed, the on-board aerodynamic model of the DI algorithm is adapted to the vehicle performance using an online parameter identification algorithm based on a Kalman filter approach. A reconfigurable control allocation algorithm based on the weighted pseudo-inverse approach is used to redistribute the actuator commands to the remaining healthy control surfaces. To explicitly quantify the stability and performance robustness properties, the Structured Singular Value (SSV), or -analysis, in combination with the DI controller is first formulated. Improved robustness properties of the adaptive reconfigurable controller are demonstrated through -analysis.
I. Introduction
o meet range safety requirements in the event of failures, it is necessary to demonstrate failsafe designs for flight critical components. These include all flight control components such as actuators and the vehicle management system. In the event of an actuator jam, the vehicle would experience a reduction in control effectiveness and possibly a known change in the vehicle dynamics given a sufficiently developed on-board vehicle model. However, for the case of a free-floating actuator the modification of vehicle dynamics may be unknown. The failure could lead to increased instability aside from the loss of control effectiveness. The inability of the controller to adapt to changes in vehicle behavior could result in vehicle loss. Should the controller be able to maintain flight in the presence of the failure, the margins and robustness characteristics may be degraded such that a disturbance, such as a wind gust, may drive the vehicle unstable and also result in vehicle loss.
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The use of redundant components, such as actuators, can improve the reliability of the overall system, but the redundancy alone may not provide sufficient failsafe capability to meet safety requirements. The implementation of a control allocation scheme that makes use of failure information can further improve the reliability of the system to maintain flight and demonstrate failsafe capabilities during component failures. Many approaches have been developed to solve the reconfigurable flight control problem to generate commands for the functioning components in over-actuated systems that experienced failures or damage.
To address changes in the vehicle dynamics that arise from the failed actuators, multiple adaptive methods have been researched to maintain vehicle stability.
Neural network based approaches have been developed and applied to a variety of vehicles, including hypersonic, in both indirect and direct adaptation. [5] [6] [7] The L1 adaptive approach has also been developed for indirect adaptation for a variety of vehicles and demonstrated through simulation. 8 Other indirect approaches, such as least squares estimation, have been developed for performing parameter identification to provide information for the control laws. Research into the dynamic inversion onboard model augmentation and robust reconfigurable control design has also been performed to develop compact onboard models and investigate robust reconfiguration control approaches that have been applied to Lockheed Martin programs and products.
10 This paper will demonstrate the implementation of a weighted-pseudo inverse control allocation method and a kalman filter based adaptation to augment the modeled plant dynamics of the DI for a conceptual HCV in development at Lockheed Martin. The objective of the vehicle depicted in Fig. 1 is to develop technologies to achieve hypersonic cruise flight using conventional takeoff and landing runways. 11, 12 The vehicle is to autonomously takeoff horizontally, achieve hypersonic flight, decelerate and land horizontally. In order to operate over such a large flight envelope the vehicle is designed to utilize multimode propulsion. At take off and low speeds, turbojet engines are used. The scramjets turn on once the vehicle has reached speeds that allow their effective operation. Both engine systems are designed to share the same inlet and exhaust nozzles. The flight control system is designed to operate the vehicle autonomously from takeoff to landing and operate over the entire flight. Manual control from a ground control station is available for limited operational conditions during envelope expansion flight testing.
The flight control architecture utilizes a nonlinear Dynamic Inversion inner loop, which is an especially attractive control approach for a vehicle to avoid complex gain scheduling across the large flight envelope, from sea level to high altitudes and takeoff to hypersonic speeds. 13, 14 DI control is also well suited as a base for reconfigurable control since the controller can be derived to generate commands for virtual effectors that control the roll, pitch, and yaw of the airplane. A control allocation scheme is then needed to generate commands for the individual control effectors to achieve the desired vehicle dynamics.
The pitch and roll axis of the HCV are nominally controlled by elevons in each wing with a rudder to control the yaw. Both wings contain inboard and outboard surfaces to provide redundancy in the event of actuator failures. The ratio of surface area between inboard and outboard surfaces is 60/40. Each set of surfaces operate in unison under normal flight operations and are reconfigured to maintain vehicle stability and control in the presence of failures. The vehicle utilizes smart actuators that provide the flight control system with failure information and last known position prior to failure.
The use of multi-variable robustness analysis method in the -analysis framework is also described. The aerodynamic uncertainties are bounded, and can be included in the analytical model as structured uncertainties in the fashion of linear fractional transformation (LFT). The system models with the structured uncertainties enclosed are analyzed by using the -analysis technique for stability and performance robustness. Robustness sensitivities to parameter variations are also analyzed. The improvement of the resultant design as a result of the adaptive reconfiguration is then demonstrated via -analysis.
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II. Adaptive Control Implementation
The Dynamic Inversion control approach requires a priori knowledge of the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. Typically, these are determined before flight through extensive wind tunnel testing to a reasonably high degree of certainty. Robustness to the remaining model uncertainty can normally be attained by the appropriate choice of desired dynamics within the DI controller. In the presence of larger uncertainties which may arise during an actuator failure or similar event, it may be advantageous to maintain an estimate of the modeling error. The estimated error can then be used to update the onboard model so that the desired dynamics can be more accurately achieved.
The adaptive approach taken here is to estimate the error in the longitudinal axis linear model resulting from the dynamic inversion feedback. In the pitch axis, this is represented as 
Where q is the pitch rate, represents the nominal onboard model pitch moment coefficient with no controls.
represents the pitching moment increment due to un-modeled effects, is the onboard model pitch moment derivative with respect to control deflection, and e represents the equivalent deflection of the healthy surfaces. Sensor models provide the dynamic pressure 
III. Reconfigurable Control Implementation
The virtual effector command in Equation (6) is combined with commands for the roll and yaw virtual effectors and passed through the control allocation scheme to generate individual effector commands. In the presence of actuator failures the weighted-pseudo-inverse method is used to evaluate the control allocation matrix when the solution remains over-determined. Using perturbation methods a linear model of the HCV is generated at points along the flight trajectory such that:
Where A and B are evaluated with all actuators operating properly and 
Where M is the control allocation matrix and u vc contains the commands from the dynamic inversion controller for pseudo-effectors to achieve the specified maneuvers and track the outer loop commands. Its nominal value is: 
To maintain vehicle stability in the presence of actuator failures without modifying gains within the DI inner loop, the following relationship should be maintained:
The failed control effectiveness matrix B f is equivalent to the B matrix but with rows pertaining to the failed actuators set to zero. The new control allocation matrix, M f is found by evaluating
Where the weighted pseudo-inverse is calculated to be
And W B is a diagonal matrix primarily used for tuning purposes to prevent actuator oscillations when their effectiveness is relatively low such as the rudders in pitch. Table 1 contains the combinations of actuator failures evaluated at points within the flight envelope of the HCV. Failures of the elevons were the focus of this study as the roll and pitch axis are of primary concern.
A database of flight conditions that are a function of alpha, mach, and altitude is generated with a higher concentration along the nominal mission trajectory. Linear interpolation is used to determine the control allocation for flight conditions between database points. Knowledge of the ratios of the inboard and outboard elevon control effectiveness values are used to update the values within the DI. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics allocation from equation 10. When a failure signal is sent to the vehicle management system by an actuator, the failure logic switches to include the adaptive filter to augment the onboard model and also increase the robustness of the control loop to un-modeled dynamics, which with results following. The flight control system also reconfigures the control allocation and updates the pseudo-inverse of the control effectiveness to account for the failure.
IV. Free Floating Actuator Failure Simulation Results
This section demonstrates the capability of the adaptation scheme and reconfigurable control allocation to recover from free-floating actuator failures. Such a failure would further stress the nominal DI controller to maintain vehicle stability over a jammed 16 failure as the change in vehicle instability would be unknown. The free-floating surfaces are modeled as an increase of 5% in the vehicle instability. As with the reconfiguration to recover from actuator jams, the vehicle is trimmed along the nominal flight trajectory and then commanded to execute roll and pitch doublets as described in the previous section. A free-floating actuator failure is simulated by increasing the instability of the characteristics of the vehicle.
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To demonstrate improvements in the controller for a hypersonic flight condition, a free-floating failure of the left inboard elevon was modeled to occur 30 seconds into the flight. In figure 3 , the baseline DI controller with the nominal control allocation becomes unstable in pitch after the failure and was unable to perform the pitch doublet before the vehicle departed. The instability is also seen in the control surface commands shown in figure 4 . Figure  3 further shows that the adaptive controller with the reconfigured control allocation is able to adjust to changes in the vehicle dynamics and maintain vehicle stability. The DI controller with reconfiguration is also able to maintain vehicle stability and the resulting trajectory overlaps that of the adaptive reconfigurable controller. The adaptive controller does experience improved transient performance after the failure. 
V. Robust Analysis Approach
A common concern with the dynamic inversion approach to flight control design is the sensitivity of the performance and stability of the controller to uncertainties in the model of the aircraft with actuator failures present. The effects of inaccuracies in the models due to parameter uncertainties on the closed-loop DI system stability and performance are examined to evaluate controller robustness. Typically aerodynamic coefficients, mass properties and propulsion effects are known with some degree of uncertainty, and the effect of this uncertainty on the closed loop performance of the system must be thoroughly analyzed during the design process to ensure sufficient margins in flight. Single loop gain and phase margins are most commonly used to show robustness, but for a multivariable controller, these often do not tell the whole story. A more effective approach to analyzing the robustness of linear systems is the structured singular value, or This approach gives a deeper insight into the effects of model American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics parameter uncertainty and can be used in combination with the dynamic inversion approach to tune the desired dynamics to best reduce the sensitivity of the closed loop controller to model uncertainty. The structured singular value, is defined as
Where M(s) represents the combination of the nominal linearized plant and controller models, and represents a block diagonal matrix containing the structured model uncertainties. For the analysis of the DI controller, linear representations of both the plant dynamics and the onboard model dynamics are generated. The uncertainties in the plant model coefficients are then parameterized in an LFT representation using the block diagonal . Robust stability can then be determined by evaluating . For a less than one, the destabilizing perturbation at the given frequency is greater than the perturbation of the modeled uncertainties with . Such a system is determined to be robust to modeled uncertainties.
To perform robust analysis, a linear fractional transformation is performed on linearized longitudinal vehicle model matrix entries to model uncertainties in the aerodynamic derivatives. Uncertainties are modeled as percentage variations in the matrix entries which relate to variations in the aerodynamic derivatives within the matrix entry. For the example shown in the equation below, represents the matrix entry generated by the perturbation of the nonlinear model and is the modeled uncertainty implemented as a percentage variation in . The level of uncertainty analyzed in the hypersonic flight condition is 25 percent. The matrix entries used for longitudinal stability analysis are shown in Table 2 along with aerodynamic parameters that correspond to each entry. 
VI. Robustness of Adaptive Reconfigurable Control
The loops selected for -analysis of longitudinal are the e , q, and n z loops. To analyze the performance of the longitudinal stability axis, a linear vehicle simulation is developed along with a linear time invariant (LTI) representation of the DI controller and other vehicle subsystems. The system model is then combined with the LTI vehicle model to generate an overall system model as shown in Figure 5 , where P is the vehicle model and K con ns the DI controller and other vehicle subsystem models. tai 
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The adaptive reconfigurable control robustness is analyzed for the longitudinal axis, as shown in figure 6 , with no failure case and with the floating failure case at hypersonic flight condition. Figure 7 shows the robustness comparison between the baseline design and the added adaptive filter design at no failure case, while figure 8 shows a similar comparison for the actuator floating failure case at hypersonic condition. In both figures the adaptive filter improves the robustness of the vehicle to uncertainties in aerodynamic parameters. The instability of the baseline DI controller seen in figure 3 is also refl ected in the -analysis of figure 8 since the value for is greater than 1. While the DI controller with reconfiguration maintains stability, the results in figure 8 reflect the improved robustness that the er such as 5% means that the robustness of the controller is not greatly affected by uncertainties with adaptation brings to the system. The Mathworks Robust Control Toolbox used to perform the calculations also performs a sensitivity analysis of the parameter uncertainties to system robustness. The sensitivity analysis varies each uncertainty individually to measure of how variations in each variable changes the uncertainty required for destabilization presented in Table 3 . A low numb American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics that parameter whereas a large n ly sensitive to variatio parameter. The sensitivity of robustness to parameter changes is defined as umber such as 100% means that robustness is high ns in that Improved performance of the adaptive reconfigurable controller in the presence of the free-floating actuator failure is reflected in Table 3 as the sensitivity of the system to variations in 21 A and hence m C is reduced. The DI controller with reconfiguration also demonstrates reduced sensitivity, but the overall uncertainty that the system can withstand is only little better than the baseline DI controller without reconfiguration. The use of the adaptation and reconfiguration almost doubles t le to tolerate while maintaining system stability.
he dynamic inversion controller was shown through robust analysis to maintain stability during hypersonic flight in the presence of uncertainties in the aerodynamic derivatives and actuator failures. Improved robustness with the use of adaptation was demonstrated and r fit of the approach to achieving a failsafe vehicle des n.
he uncertainty that system is ab
VII. Conclusion
An indirect adaptive method to augment the nonlinear Dynamic Inversion algorithm for actuator failure reconfiguration developed previously has been shown to increase robustness through -analysis. The reconfigurable control architecture is consisted of two essential parts: a weighted pseudo-inverse control allocation scheme for control surface re-distribution and a parameter-identification filter to estimate un-modeled aerodynamic stability deviations due to control surface failures. This indirect adaptive method for failure reconfiguration can be implemented with an existing DI architecture, and it has the potential to further improve the flight safety of the HCV. T 
